This quartet wishes to thank the Pro for its most successful season

The Royal, Tiger, 444 and Fairway make a bow—they take this opportunity to thank you.

More “U. S.” golf balls are being sold this year than ever before in the history of the company.

You are playing a prominent part in this success—

You have recommended and sold the Royal as a most excellent distance ball. A true-center ball that gives uncanny accuracy on approaches and putting.

Your players have praised the 444 as the last word in “tough-cover” balls. It resists cutting—yet it gives great distance and putting accuracy.

You have been able to offer something different in markings—The Tiger. And it’s an extra-distance ball too.

In the Fairway you have been able to offer more golf ball for 50c than any other ball made.

You have appreciated our conscientious effort to make these four golf balls better than ever before. Volume of sales verifies that. 1930 is a big year for “U.S.” Golf Balls. The support you are giving us is appreciated.